Bicentennial Garage Results (10/1/19) - 46 responses

We are considering the implementation of a
discounted night/weekend rate. This rate would allow
access to the garage between 5pm-8am from MondayThursday, and from Friday 5pm to Monday 8am.Please
consider the rate outlined and mark statements below
accordingly.

We are considering the implementation of a day rate. The
rate will allow access to the garage between 6am-9pm
Monday-Saturday.Please consider the rate outlined and
mark the statements below accordingly.

If the rates outlined are infeasible for you, do you consider
your parking requirements important enough to pay a rate
that may increase by close to 100% of what you are
currently billed for 24/7 access?

Open-Ended Response
Please do not double the rate for monthly parking. That would be devastating. Day/night hourly rates are ok, but it is already an expense I'm paying to get to work, and I would hate to have to pay much more.
a 100% increase in completely unreasonable to people that have had existing parking passes to go to work daily in WC for years. what you do with new accounts is a diff story. I understand restricting the late
nite/wkd hours.
Don't let the college kids use the garage for overnight parking.
Additional rates for daily customers is fine as long as monthly Parker's are not affected
Most people who use garage for work need it Monday to Friday 8am to 6pm. I do not think theses people who have been regular customers should have to pay double as there has already been a significant
increase in monthly rate. There is plenty of parking on nights and weekends to get additional income. Please do not increase again. I think people who have been on the monthly plan for more than two years
should be grandfathered into rate they are paying and new monthly customers could be charged higher rate. Thank you.
I am a long time borough resident and I work from home. The hours here are not acceptable for a residents parking needs. Raising rates for long time borough residents who can have been members (for over
15 years) is wrong and I will be VERY angry if this happens. I need a parking option and this will make it very unaffordable for where I live.
I'm a monthly member so I'm not sure how much the change effects me. Either way, I appreciate you exploring options for improvement.
Double? Really? WCU needs to solve their parking shortage.
Just build another garage. Clean this one and have competent attendants instead changing hours and rates.
I feel like your just trying to gouge as much money as you can from the people of this town, the rates have already gone up from 75 to 95 monthly.
This was a bit hard to understand, I pay for a monthly pass now at like 95$ a month, I feel like if the rates go up again anymore I would have to surrender my pass
You just had a big increase
Perhaps consider restricting the garage to monthly parking pass holders only Monday through Friday and not open to the general public?
I live outside of town but commute in M-F. A weekday option would be perfect for me. But I am not onboard with paying $200 a month for full access when I don't use it for nights or weekends.
I would hope that having evening and weekend tenants would lower my current rate. There are times that I leave my car in the garage over the weekend but it is not very often
The garage should not be a long-term storage solution. Cars that have not exited the facility should be removed from the garage after a set period of time (for example, 30 days). Also, the compact car areas
should be enforced so that appropriately sized cars park in those spaces.
I work near by. Day rate is interesting. 9pm is too late for my needs. Probably 8pm
Preferential parking for monthly tag holders
You should have explained your plan first. This survey is useless
Our bank has had 40 spots in this garage for 20 years. We have no other places for our associates to park. The day rate would work very well for us.
What are the new proposed rates ? That would factor into anyone's decision.
I park in the garage 7 days a week (have a 24/7pass) and have not once been in a situation where there is no parking available. I am not sure why there would be a need to increase rates as demand seems to be
very sustainable.
you refer to the new rates except you don't post them. How can you decide without the information
Some of these questions are confusing, to be honest, especially question #3. To be clear, I would not be interested in paying double to 24/7 access and would probably re-think my commuting preferences.

Chestnut Garage Results (10/1/19) - 36 responses

We are considering the implementation of a
discounted night/weekend rate. This rate would allow access to
the garage between 5pm-8am from Monday-Thursday, and from
Friday 5pm to Monday 8am.Please consider the rate outlined
and mark statements below accordingly.

We are considering the implementation of a day rate. The rate
will allow access to the garage between 6am-9pm MondaySaturday.Please consider the rate outlined and mark the
statements below accordingly.

If the rates outlined are infeasible for you, do you consider your
parking requirements important enough to pay a rate that may
increase by close to 100% of what you are currently billed for
24/7 access?

Open-Ended Response
We are retailers that are open on the weekend so we appreciate the Monday thru Saturday. We are concerned about the night time parkers not leaving in the morning. How would this be monitored? If this is
implemented the current monthly's should pay less , not more, because our hours are being cut and we just paid a large increase.
Please consider that the average worker who uses the garage, is not a high income worker. We are support staff who have nowhere else to park, and we consider a hike in parking expenses a disgrace, especially
since it's based on situation of supply and demand.
Don't allow college kids to park in the garage overnight during school. The Borough bans certain college housing, it should do the same in the garage.
It's already too expensive to pay $90 a month to park in a garage that barely has any spots and that has elevators that are out of service every other day.
Fix the elevator instead of implement new rate structures! Do your work
Fix the garage and elevators before doing these price reductions. As a monthly user I have only had to pay more per year and the garage isn't being maintained.
This is a badly written survey. You have not even said what the rates would be for day or night/weekends. Also, this seems like an outright price gouge for 24/7 access parking. Build another parking garage or
lot - especially one close to the university and you would alleviate the parking problem. One of the main problems has been as far as I can see that First year university students are not allowed a parking spot in
campus. If they had a lot close by - they would use that lot to park their cars instead of Chestnut which is currently the closest parking garage open to them.
We do not park in the garage. Are you considering the same rates for Lot 10?
Consider rate increase to new customers.
So what you are saying is that you are planning to either charge me double or take away my ability to park there any time I want. The city should take accessible, AFFORDABLE parking seriously and build a couple
more garages and/or create more parking for WCU students closer to campus. As the town grows, the number of available spots needs to grow too. And, the garage should be adequately maintained. Most of the
time one of 3 elevators is in service.
I work various hours, and use the pass some evenings as well.. there should not be multiple options for times
Your survey lays out absolutes. While I use the garage primarily during a normal business day (7a - 6p), there are times when I use it nights and weekends when in the office or need to park while in the boro.
I can't believe that you are considering this program. Based on you telling us that you want to be friendly to the business community this is an outrageous plan. Build another garage large enough to
accommodate the higher demand. Require hotels to pay for all hours used in the current paid garages. Check on the violators who only pay a minor "lost ticket" fee when they park for weeks at a time.
It Would be helpful to know what the rates are to be..
So you are looking to massively increase rates for monthly people when at the same time one of the elevators is 99% out of order? Maybe you should fix the elevator?
I don't even like what we are paying for broken elevators, bird poop on the floor and elevators that drop and we are told manager said not to put out of order on the elevator.
I'm a resident living downtown. My wife and I park in this garage both paying the monthly fee. We stuck with you with the rate increase that also occurred with the loss of the elevators for months. If the fee did
increase that much we would be forced to find an alternative. I feel the garage should capitalize on nights and weekends by charging visitors that are coming to town anyways instead of punishing residents that
use your facility with the higher costs. Charge during events as well.
better signs and lines are needed to keep traffic on one side only, too many people go down the middle and there is a huge problem with possible accidents.
A rate increase of 100% for 24/7 access is ridiculous. We could support the M-Saturday option but you did not indicate what that rate would be. I assume it will not be going down.
I park in the garage on a daily basis, Mon-Fri from approximately 8:30am-6:00pm, so extended night or weekend deals make no difference to me. I'm not interested in paying any more for my monthly parking.
No. We just want to keep our spots as is.

